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Yesterday morning I had one of those 6:00 a.m i-pod epiphanies. I walked out of the house only to
have my skull sandblasted by a full volume blast of music. So what, Right? Happens all the time
(After all, George Carlin used to do the bit about starting your car only to find that some jerk broke in
and didn’t take anything, but turned the radio all the way up). The song knifing into my brain was
Switchfoot’s “Dare You To Move.” This was one of those anthemic top forty tunes of a few years
ago that found it’s way into every car commercial. As soon as I turned the volume down I had the
overwhelming urge to drive a Korean vehicle . The song got to me though. “I dare you to pick
yourself up off the floor….” The song sounds a call to challenge the status quo. Instead, I changed
the song. Why challenge yourself to be better on a Tuesday?
The morning had been like that, even though it was only 6:00. For a laugh, I’d read my horoscope.
Frankly, I don’t know why I keep the daily tea-leaf reading on my homepage. I don’t believe in
astrology any more than I do fortune cookies. Fortune is not decided in the stars and I know deep
down that God calls the cadence when history marches. I’m a believer in Fred Hoyle’s 747 in a
junkyard theory that intelligent design rather than chance guides the universe. Okay, that’s too heavy
for early morning. The point is that I read the horoscope for a laugh, knowing that it doesn’t matter
and that I shouldn’t put credence into it. Yesterday’s was about achieving good karma through
finding ways to empathise with others and putting aside my own needs to listen to the needs of the
world around me. Now, I will never be the water carrier for karma. I do things because they are right,
not because I hope to achieve any better state of being. Somewhere in the mishmash of my yahoo
fortune telling garbage, though, there was a point. Somewhere.
So, between the Switchfoot song and the daily horoscope, I got spooked. Good grief. I felt as
though a challenge had been thrown into my life. “Welcome to Existence….” There is a growing
suspicion deep within my being that I am more just a burger flipper and my early Tuesday
experience didn’t help diminish that. I know that I have a challenge ahead of me. If I only knew
what….
Going on a journey of the soul. Will report back soon. Fortunately, the next song was T-Pain’s “I’m in
Love with a Stripper.” No cosmic meaning there, thank Heavens.
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